INTRODUCTION
We are delighted to launch our ﬁrst Home Learning Bulle n of 2021,
Simply the Best! 2.
This ﬁrst issue is a dedica on to all the young people who have been
naviga ng their way through the global pandemic and the associated
impact of this. As part of Year 8 English lessons, students were asked to
reﬂect and write about either ’Life as a teenager in 2020’ or ‘It’s diﬃcult to
be a teenager in 2020’
The pieces of extended wri ng in this issue will make you laugh and make
you cry and invite you to reﬂect on your own experience of living through
the most extraordinary year of 2020! This issue will also give you a ﬂavour
of how crea ve and skillful our students are at wri ng and expressing their
views and their thoughts.
Over the next few weeks, we will be proud to showcase our students'
learning in our weekly bulle n Simply the Best! 2. It will be wonderful to
see the quality of what our students achieve each week and a testament
to how hard they work at home.
We are incredibly proud of how well our students have adapted to change
and con nue to do so under such challenging circumstances.
Thank you for all your hard work and we look forward to the smiles on
everyone's faces each Friday when we publish Simply the Best! 2. Thank
you all at St Mar n's, you are Simply the Best!
Beverley Stanislaus
Headteacher
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LIFE AS A TEENAGER IN 2020
by Lloyda Y8

We all acknowledge by now 2020 was a year of technology and new beginnings, with the
global pandemic going on and everyone staying inside because of lockdown. We didn’t
have anything be er to do than use our social media/the internet. We can all agree that
life as we know it will probably never be the same again a er this pandemic. Many people
lost their jobs, their loved ones and so much more.

However, maybe there’s a slight bright side to this,
maybe this will be a wakeup call to the world to help
us grow and be er ourselves and not take things for
granted.
As I said before, 2020 was a year of advancing technology and because we couldn’t go
anywhere our devices were the only things we could use to see/talk to our loved ones like
friends and family. We spent a lot of me on social media especially teenagers. Older
genera ons may say that “We don’t socialise or go outside anymore” and that “We’re
glued to our phones” but the internet is actually very helpful. It became our link to the
outside world.
In this day and age, social media is a big part of our lives. The way you look and present
yourself there can determine your social status, numbers and likes have become so
important to us, but why? I admit there is a downside to it but not all of it is bad. I’ve seen
it change people’s lives for the be er and make lifelong las ng friendships.
I’m sure that we are all anxious to see what lies in the road ahead of us and stressed
because so many people have lost their jobs and certain people didn’t pass their GCSEs this
year. Also because a lot of people my age are going through their adolescence and growing
up this year, we’ve all had diﬀerent experiences with 2020 but in the end we are just going
to have to wait it out and see what the future holds for us.
School life has deﬁnitely changed. The way we work, the way we operate with each other
or even move around school has changed immensely. We lost six months of our educa on
and came back and had to catch up. Home schooling was quite easy for me but I know
some people struggled with it and may need help that their guardians maybe couldn’t
provide.

So that’s why it was important to come back to
school,
it’s not only my educa on that ma ers.
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It’s difficult to be a teenager in 2020
by Cherry Y8

Life as a teenager in 2020 has been exceedingly hard due to
coronavirus and lockdown which helps to bring our hopes to the ﬂoor
like dominoes. Unlike other students in my school,I came to love school
and my teachers. When coronavirus came to London and forced
parliament to shut down the schools, I couldn’t go to my favourite
classes or talk to my friends and teachers. The only way I could do that
was virtually. At the start of this year, I had huge hopes since it is a leap
year and the Olympics were meant to happen. Thanks to lockdown, we
couldn’t meet up with loved ones and close relatives. Our dreams were
smashed in front of us and laid bare.
The return to school was extra hard because I made do with my space,
no matter how weird it felt. It wasn’t easy trying to cram home life and
school life together. I know that my parents and my brother felt the
same but after a while, I came to love home school and dreaded the
idea of going back into a building. It felt weird, comparing my thoughts
at the start of lockdown to the end of lockdown. I knew that at the end I
would come to love, even though I had a tiny voice telling and
reminding me what I thought near the start.
I understand why we had to go into lockdown and I also have to admit
that life in lockdown was never going to be easy due to the learning
environment and being trapped with your family for months on end. I
tried to look at it as a long holiday with a lot of homework to do in that
time. After that, I found it easier to look at quarantine and the
understanding of how hard it would be for teachers as well as students.
I think I have ﬁnally come to the conclusion that, if we do need to go
into another lockdown, we will know how to respond to it. And I won’t be
nervous to be working at home.

Yes it is odd but we have to be prepared for whatever faces us
and to make the best of every situation ahead. Which can be
pressing at times but we just have to try harder.
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It’s difficult to be a teenager in 2020
by Moyin Y8

I thought in 2020 I could fulﬁll
most of my dreams and
aspirations but covid had to
stroll over here and snatch that
all away from me. It was the
toughest six months of my life.
No going out, home-schooling,
having nothing to do and not
being able to see friends and
family.
Most teenagers can agree that
lockdown was a very miserable
time but unfortunately, remote
learning felt like I had been
stabbed in the back with a knife.
Getting emails from teachers
EVERY SINGLE DAY! Just give us
a break.We were drowned with
work,I couldn't even catch up! It
was the longest six months of
my life. We only thought it
would go on for a month but
surprise surprise it is still going
on. More than 50% of teenagers
didn't even bother with online
school as the teenage brain was
not adapted or ready for this
idea.
Life as a teenanger in 2020 has
also been great as most of us
have found new skills we didn't
even know we had! Some people
started baking, reading more,
started small businesses and
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much more. These things helped
improve the teenage brain. Most
people who did this were more
likely to be stress-free during
the lockdown but this isn’t
always the case as some
teenagers were struggling with
anxiety since they were alarmed
by the pandemic.
Returning to school wasn't easy
for most students as they had
adapted to the lifestyle of being
at home for six months. Some
students were very excited to
come back so they could see
their friends again whereas
some were terriﬁed as it could
be damaging to their mental
health. In my opinion, going back
to school was a great idea as we
are slowly getting back into our
normal lives; whatever that is in
this pandemic
As you can see, life as a
teenager in 2020 has been
tough. During this time we have
all experienced losses, stress,
arguments with family members
and much more but it is
important that we get used to
these
changes
because
something like this could
happen again.
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Life as a teenager in 2020
by Emily Y8

Who knew being a teenager was so diﬃcult; especially in 2020! So
many problems, cri cism and growing. So much responsibility put on
our shoulders. This is a complex phase and nobody can deny it.
We all have problems in this world, don't we? Unfortunately, these
problems come along with: disaster, insecuri es, challenges and to
top it up, coronavirus came to visit this year. Oh how I wish we could
just disappear some mes.
According to scien ﬁc studies, teenagers spend more than half of
their me on social media. Although social media can have beneﬁts
some mes, it also comes along with its disadvantages. Did you know,
that social media has caused a lot of problema c situa ons such as:
cyberbullying, leakings of personal informa on and as surprising as it
might seem, even suicide? There is a lot of debate about what age
should be allowed to have social media. In my opinion, children over
the age of 15 should be able to have access to this. However, the
government has made it clear that only children over the age of 13
are able to have media.
Adolescence has been proven to be the hardest phase of our lives!
With this hardest phase comes a lot of: mood swings, puberty and
changes not only to our body but to our minds, the way we think and
during this phase. Our minds learn how to become more mature
about things (most of the me).
These crazy, confusing emo ons also aﬀect things such as school.
During school, things become much harder as we are ge ng older,
which is why you o en see us teenagers exhausted and grumpy most
of the me. We have to take school very seriously as it will help us in
our future. School can even be toxic some mes. For example:
bullying can cause things such as insults and it can even become
physical some mes.
On a high and posi ve note, being a teenager comes with its
highlights. Things like: having fun, le ng loose and being able to
enjoy yourself also comes along with being a teenager. You create
strong bonds with family and friends.

To sum up, life as a teenager comes with
its advantages and disadvantages such as:
stress, fun, exhaustion, love and as I said, it
is indeed a roller coaster of crazy
emotions.
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{Life for a teenager in 2020}
by Tanisha Y8

Many people would be shocked to learn that us teenagers go through a hard time
everyday. There are a lot of concequences when we feel a certain way. These effects
could cause us to have more insecurities and make us feel depressed; nobody
wants that. Knowing we are only used as objects not human beings. Even boys feel
the same way but unlike girls,most boys dont show emotion.
To begin with, most girls cover up their body because of the way they think they
look. They cannot be free and wear what they want to because as soon as they
leave their comfort zone, people like to judge them for what they wear. As soon as a
girl Shows a bit of skin, they are rated by people or called nasty names which no
one should be experiencing.
Pursuing this further, most of the time we are on our phones on social media. This is
the platform where people think it’s ok to say rude and insensitive things, such as
discriminate and be racist. These people have an enormous impact on the person
receiving these awful comments about how they look or how they sound.
Yet another reason why the amount of depressed teenagers are rising, it’s because
of things like this. If you are a working adult, you should start thinking about your
child’s mental health more, when she gets home you could ask her how her day was
because usually teenagers don’t tell their parents everything.
Especially, while being in lockdown, I feel like most kids are being socially attacked
on websites. Lockdown was a tough experience for most teenagers in a conﬁned
space. Teenagers didn’t have their friends to comfort them. We were all locked up in
our bedrooms. Would you want your child to feel this way about themselves? I can
guarantee that your child has felt like this at least once in their lifetime.
While we are at home, we are on our phones but when we are not on our phones we
are sleeping. But our screentime is way longer than the amount of time we get to
sleep because our notiﬁcations are non-stop. This is one of the many reasons why
kids are targeted online. The people saying all of these things know that a kid is
more vulnerable than an adult.
To sum it all up, the pressure on teenagers is now getting way more heavy than
expected. It causes us to feel a way that no-one should have to feel in their lifetime.
Being labelled is not fun nor funny because our conﬁdence level can go down, just
like that. For some people, it’s almost hilarious to hurt someone’s feelings or make
them feel like a garbage bag exploded. However, these actions have consequences
for them later in life. We are not objects, we are human beings just like you.
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It’s difficult to be a teenager in 2020
by Jynelle McLeod

My view may be controversial but it's up to
you to decide whether it's valid or invalid.
Let’s talk about stress led by teachers and
school in general, 7/10 students self-harm
and just stop a ending school due to the
stress and toxicity school provides. No one
really seems to shine much light on this
issue, why is that?
Well, the answer is people just can't get it
into their heads that teenagers go through
stress too. Yes, a colossal por on of them
aren’t paying rent or paying for any electrical
devices that could’ve been le on overnight
but that deﬁnitely does not and should not
invalidate their mental state.
It’s been scien ﬁcally proven that the
teenage brain must be ge ng enough sleep
as the teenage years are when the most vital
process commences, taking in all the
informa on needed for years to come. But do
you really think these teens are ge ng a
good 7+ hours sleep (depending on their
exact age)? Did you know a good 4/6
teenagers suﬀer from insomnia which is
rooted...from stress? If these aren’t enough
reasons as to why life as a teen in this decade
is poten ally harder than it is for adults then
don't worry, I have plenty more reasons!
The Beauty Standard. Don’t know what that
is? Well, I’ll gladly explain to you. ‘The Beauty
Standard’ is an unrealis c and for some,
unhealthy take on how women should look.
This can and has caused many teenage girls
to hate themselves due to the fact they don’t
have that ‘gorgeous hourglass shape’ or that
‘beau ful body everyone desires’ .
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The internet is both a blessing and a curse
honestly. Experts say women spend way
more me online, especially apps that glorify
women who have the ‘perfect body’ and talk
down on females who cannot live up to this
forever changing beauty standard. I
personally believe that this is an issue that
needs light shone on , especially since it can
cause permanent mental damage to these
young women.
Another thing that adds to the struggle of
being a teenager in 2020 is expecta ons. You
may not even realise the high expecta ons
you lay on your children or students. But I
can safely say that at least 8/10 parents have
set high expecta ons on their children from
ages as young as 11 and probably younger.
Nearly every teenager has been under a
certain type of pressure which is led by
parental expecta on. I’ve never been able to
understand
why
these
hard-to-live
expecta ons are set on teenages from such
an early star ng point and I honestly don't
think I ever will understand any reason good
enough. It’s one thing to encourage success
but completely disregarding the fact that we
are human too, upsets me as well as I am
sure it upsets many other teenagers .

To conclude, being a teen in 2020 is
indeed very stressful and any cry for
help sent by them must be recognised
and something must be done about it.
I’m sure by now you agree with my
take and my opinions on this . But as I
said from the start, It’s up to you.
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Life as a teenager in 2020
by Beverley Y8

2020, some may call it the 'fallen' year, but I know it as the year which changed everything. We all
screamed, HAPPY NEW YEAR! for the year to ruin young people's rou ne, structure and mo va on
for anything, including our educa on. The virus just ﬂashed in and became the main character. It
struck every single individual like the almighty lightning in a furious storm; everyone's life was
aﬀected, but teenergers and adolescents were harmed the most.
'Na onal lockdown for 6 months.' My tummy churned as were told to do remote home learning. "
It will be ﬁne" they said; but we were locked up at home like a damsel in distress. As the days went
by social media automa cally became my best friend, we were two peas pod, happy with our
rela onship. In the same way social media was a blessing it was also a curse. Teens and
adolescents found that it caused a driving mental crisis among us. Researchers found that social
media can lead to envy, jealousy and even ques oning one's self-worth. Julia Charles states,
"Those who become accustomed to communica on via text can experience crippling social
anxiety" Researchers also discovered that social media hijacks teenager's minds, which is what
magicians do. They give people the illusion while architec ng the menu so that they win no ma er
what you choose. As teenagers we have observed that many social media apps have countless
built in features, which are chosen to keep users addicted through manipula ons of their desires
and cogni ve biases. There are many mes people go to brag about their 'perfect lives' , which is
why there is news about someone falling to their death in an a empt to take a 'glamorous selﬁe';
which is up to today's beauty standard. Obviously it is not on purpose but it's the harsh reality.
Since we have been on our phones for countless amounts of scrolling, our sleeping pa ern was
messed up. Sleep? What is that, I have never heard of sleep? That's how it felt. Our eyes were
sagging and it felt like we had to drag them oﬀ the ﬂoor, that's how bad it was; but our sleep
depriva on was not our fault. Boredom was just smacked into our faces, since there were no
ac vi es to do or to maintain ourselves. Since there was nothing to do, we had to make a
countless parade of choices. Some of our choices came with a consequence: we o en ﬁnd
ourselves trapped between our impulsive tendencies and our new found ability to make
well-informed and logical choices. Have you ever thought teenagers were all about exploring and
pushing limits? Well then you are 100% true. Experts believe that these tendencies mark a
signiﬁcant phase in teenage development. The process trains the adolescents to confront the
world on their own, and since the virus has taken charge; the children of today (who are the
leaders of the future) have to be extra prepared for the obstacles and hiccups in life. It is
something all humans have evolved as a person.
Brain enhancement is not the luxury for the few, but is a must for the many. "the sleeping teenage
brain requires a certain amount of rest"- comments scien st Dave Rashin. The young adolescent
brain experiences many, many, many rou nes and irregular sleeping pa erns as electrical impulses
in the brain are manipulated in the mind. The elemental theory of having teens and adolescents
exceed the view of an adult is too hard because all this pressure creates moody, stroppy and
disrespec ul teens that are hard to work with. We are expected to always have a smile on our
faces to be happy, joyful and grateful when that won't always happen. As adults you need to come
together to understand teens more.
As of now, many adolescents have a shell for people to crack, we o en come out as rebellious but
we only do that not to seem so . As we are in school we have so much stress on our shoulders and
the mental illness sta s cs truly reﬂect our feelings. 17% has raised from school and 12% from
parents. There's that, the truth about us teenagers. We may be rebellious and daring but 2020 the
'fallen year' has changed that for us...
WITH LOVE AND LEARNING
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‘Life as a teenager in 2020’
by Janan Y8

Many have had their plans ruined this year, but have teenagers had it
ruined mentally? In my opinion, the experiences that young adolescents
have faced during this lockdown due to the global pandemic held only in
the place of their home could be bad for their mental health, especially
for those who live in troubled households.
With schools being open after, many teens have been using social media
to mimic interaction, it is important that we focus on the mental health of
students as so many have been depressed, have anxiety or PTSD. I
believe that exams and tests should be pushed back as many are still
stressed with the situation in the world, as 3 in 5 said they are scared for
the future.
Dr Sandra Kim from Cambridge Youth Centre said that young teens
practice plasticity every night. This is where they practice social
interactions in their sleep. How much they do of it will depend on how
they will interact as adults. Due to the lockdown, many teenagers haven’t
been able to do this for more than six months, as they were confined in
their houses.
With the return to school and some teenagers still doing interactive
learning, many kids and teens may be overworking themselves. Also, with
exams around the corner, many teens cannot put themselves in the
mentality to go through these exams. This will result in bad and
insufficient scores.
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It’s difficult to be a teenager in 2020
by Jana Y8

It's difficult to be a teenager in 2020.
When I say difficult, I mean incredibly
difficult. There were so many things I
had planned to do for this year, so
much fun to have. So many potential
memories to make. Now…now all
those opportunities have vanished,
due to covid-19 of course. Why is
there a global pandemic in the year
that I thought was going to be the
best year of the decade? Is bad luck
my superpower?
Also it came with a worldwide
lockdown not just throughout the
United Kingdom. Could this year get
any worse? From what I’ve been
through, yes it did get worse. The
whole of England had to wear face
coverings, everywhere we needed to
go. And to top that all off, everyone
had to stay two metres apart from
each other in line for sometimes
more than 20 minutes just to get into
empty supermarkets that had none
of the essentials we need like toilet
rolls, bread, oil, yeast and more.
I don't even want to start with school.
Every single nursery, primary school,
secondary school, sixth form, college
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and university closed down. It wasn't
for one month, not two months, not
even three months but SIX MONTHS!.
At this point, I might as well not go to
school anymore. It may sound really
fun staying at home, doing online
work all day but once it's passed two
months, we start to gradually miss
school; as much as we hate to admit
it.
When we finally returned to school in
September, it was a mess. What I
mean by a mess is, we switched over
all our form groups. We had to stay
away from year 9s and above. Year 7
and 8 students could no longer go
into the main school building.
Strangely, the teacher for our lesson
now came to us. Our lessons and sets
were absolute shambles and we had
to wear face masks all around school.
Tell me that isn't a mess…

However, it's December; I don't
think this year could get any worse.
I hope 2021 is the best year of my
life because I'm sure that 2020 was
not the year everyone was
expecting.
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Did we ever think that we would
have to cover our faces with masks
in school and in the community…
One day, we hope that we will
no longer have to!
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